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Abstract

The Ambient Logic (AL) has been proposed for expressing properties
of process mobility in the calculus of Mobile Ambients (MA), and as a
basis for query languages on semistructured data.

We study some basic questions concerning the descriptive and discrim-
inating power of AL, focusing on the equivalence on processes induced by
the logic (=L). We consider MA, and two Turing complete subsets of
it, MAIF and MAsyn

IF , respectively defined by imposing a semantic and a
syntactic constraint on process prefixes.

The main contributions include: coinductive and inductive operational
characterisations of =L; an axiomatisation of =L on MAsyn

IF ; the construc-
tion of characteristic formulas for the processes in MAIF with respect to
=L; the decidability of =L on MAIF and on MAsyn

IF , and its undecidability
on MA.
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1 Introduction

The Ambient Logic, AL, [CG00] is a modal logic for expressing properties of
processes in the calculus of Mobile Ambients, MA [CG98b, CG99]. In MA
the unit of movement is an ambient, which, intuitively, is a named location.
An ambient may contain other ambients, and capabilities, which determine the
ambient movements. The primitives for movement allow: an ambient to enter a
sibling ambient; an ambient to exit the parent ambient; a process to dissolve an
ambient boundary. MA has a replication operator to make a process persistent,
that is, to make infinite copies of the process available.

An ambient can be thought of as a labelled tree. The sibling relation on
subtrees represents spatial contiguity; the subtree relation represents spatial
nesting. A label may represent an ambient name or a capability; moreover, a
replication tag on labels indicates the resources that are persistent.1 The trees
are unordered: the order of the children of a node is not important. As an
example, the process P

def= !a[in c] | open a. b[0] is represented by the tree:

!a↙ ↘open a

in c ↓ b ↓

The replication !a indicates that the resource a[in c] is persistent: unboundedly
many such ambients can be spawned. By contrast, open a is ephemeral: it can
open only one ambient.

Syntactically, each tree is finite. Semantically, however, due to replications,
a tree is an infinite object. As a consequence, the temporal developments of a
tree can be quite rich. The process P above (we freely switch between processes
and their tree representation) has only one reduction, to in c | !a[in c] | b[0].
However, the process !a[in c] | !open a. b[0] can evolve into any process of the
form

in c | . . . | in c | b[0] | . . . | b[0] | !a[in c] | !open a. b[0] .
In general, a tree may have an infinite temporal branching, that is, it can evolve
into an infinite number of trees, possibly quite different from each other (for
instance, pairwise behaviourally unrelated). Technically, this means that the
trees are not image-finite.

In summary, MA is a calculus of dynamically-evolving unordered edge-
labelled trees. AL is a logic for reasoning on such trees. Indeed, the actual
definition of satisfaction of the formulas is given on MA processes quotiented
by a relation of structural congruence, which equates processes with the same
tree representation. (This relation is similar to Milner’s structural congruence
for the π-calculus [Mil99].)

AL has also been advocated as a foundation of query languages for semistruc-
tured data [Car01]. Here, the laws of the logic are used to describe query
rewriting rules and query optimisations. This line of work exploits the similar-

1We are using a tree representation different from that of Cardelli and Gordon, but more
convenient to our purposes.
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ities between dynamically-evolving edge-labelled trees and standard models of
semistructured data.

AL has a connective that talks about time, that is, how processes can evolve:
the formula �A is satisfied by those processes with a future in which A holds.
The logic has also connectives that talk about space, that is, the shape of the
edge-labelled trees that describe process distributions: the formula n[A] is sat-
isfied by ambients named n whose content satisfies A (read on trees: n[A] is
satisfied by the trees whose root has just a single edge n leading to a subtree
that satisfies A); the formula A1 | A2 is satisfied by the processes that can be
decomposed into parallel components P1 and P2 where each Pi satisfies Ai (read
on trees: A1 | A2 is satisfied by the trees that are the juxtaposition of two trees
that respectively satisfy the formulas A1 and A2); the formula 0 is satisfied by
the terminated process 0 (on trees: 0 is satisfied by the tree consisting of just
the root node).

AL is quite different from standard modal logics. First, such logics do not
talk about space. Secondly, they have more precise temporal connectives. The
only temporal connective of AL talks about the many-step evolution of a system
on its own. In standard modal logics, by contrast, the temporal connectives also
talk about the potential interactions between a process and its environment. For
instance, in the Hennessy-Milner logic [HM85], the temporal modality 〈µ〉.A is
satisfied by the processes that can perform the action µ and become a process
that satisfies A. The action µ can be a reduction, but also an input or an
output. The lack of temporal connectives in the ambient logic is particularly
significant because in MA interaction between a process and its environment
can take several forms, originated by the communication and the movement
primitives. (There are 9 such forms; they appear as labels of transitions in a
purely SOS semantics of MA [CG98c, LS00].)

In this paper we study some basic questions concerning the descriptive and
discriminating power of AL. We consider, besides the calculus MA, two subsets
of it, obtained by imposing constraints on the processes underneath capabilities.
In MAIF, these processes must be image-finite; this is more an ad hoc definition
since inhabitance in MAIFis undecidable. In MAsyn

IF , the same processes must
be finite, which is more a syntactic constraint.

Althought they could seem quite arbitrary, these definitions express precisely
the constraints needed in some of our results. Both MAIF and MAsyn

IF are Turing
complete, and contain processes that are not image-finite.

We describe the main contributions of the paper. We write =L to indicate
the process equivalence induced by the logic, whereby two terms are equated if
they satisfy the same sets of formulas. First, we exhibit two operational char-
acterisations of =L on MA, which do not mention the logic. Characterisations
of the equivalence of a logic allow us to understand the notion of equality on
processes – a fundamental notion in process calculi – induced by the logic. One
characterisation is coinductive, as a form of labelled bisimilarity. The other is
inductive, and uses a well-founded measure on the structure of processes.

Second, we prove that =L coincides with structural congruence on MAsyn
IF .

This gives us an axiomatisation of =L on MAsyn
IF . This axiomatic characterisa-
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tion is false on the larger class MAIF.
Our third contribution is the construction of characteristic formulas for

equivalence classes for =L in MAIF. We define, for any process P ∈ MAIF,
a formula FP such that Q|=FP holds iff Q=LP , for all Q ∈ MA. (Although
P must be in MAIF, Q need not be so). The result shows that we can talk
about the discriminating power of the logic from within the logic itself, at least
under some image-finiteness conditions. A corollary is the undecidability of the
model-checking problem on MAsyn

IF and richer calculi.
Our fourth contribution is on (un)decidability. As a consequence of the

inductive characterisation of =L, we can prove that =L is decidable on MAIF

and MAsyn
IF . However, if we drop the image-finiteness conditions of MAIF, then

=L becomes undecidable. We show this via an encoding of the halting problem
of Turing Machines. The encoding of Turing Machines is actually in MAsyn

IF ,
which is thus proved to be Turing Complete. This result is not in contradiction
with the decidability of =L in MAIF and MAsyn

IF , because the encoding is correct
for reductions but not behaviourally (the process encoding a machine and its
derivatives do not need to be in the relation =L).

Most of the results mentioned above are rather different from the usual re-
sults of modal logics. Typically, the definition of characteristic formulas exploits
fixed-point operators, and the characterised processes are finite-state [GS86,
SI94].

AL, by contrast, has no fixed point operator; moreover the image-finiteness
condition on processes is weaker than finite-state. (‘Image-finite’ expresses
finiteness on internal reductions, whereas ‘finite-state’ also takes into account
computations containing visible actions such as input and output actions.)

Also, coinductive characterisations of an inductive relation or of the equiv-
alence of a logic usually rely on either image-finiteness of the processes, or on
some infinitary operator of the logics, such as infinite conjunctions. In our case
we need none of these hypotheses.

Similarly, inductive characterisations of a bisimilarity are usually formulated
by means of an infinite intersection of the stratification of the bisimilarity, and
require image-finiteness on processes. By contrast, our inductive characterisa-
tion is defined by induction on the depth of nesting of operators in a process,
and does not require image-finiteness. Finally, in process calculi decidability is
usually unrelated to image-finiteness: for instance, the transition relation of the
π-calculus is image-finite, yet strong bisimilarity is undecidable [SW01].

Also the actual form of image-finiteness that we use is non-standard. Be-
havioural equivalence in MA is insensitive to stuttering phenomena, originated
by processes that may repeatedly enter and exit an ambient. As a consequence,
a computation in which all visible actions are stuttering is semantically equiva-
lent to an internal reduction.

In the proofs of the results two groups of technical lemmas are important.
The first group is about the construction of formulas for describing all forms of
labels of the trees of MA. The formulas for the replicated labels give us (some
of) the power of the ! operator (‘of course’) of linear logic; this was somehow
unexpected, because AL has no infinitary operators, or operators that talk about
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resources with infinite multiplicity. (We obtain only some of this power, because
we have to impose constraints on the replicated formulas.)

Other useful formulas that we have derived are the following: a formula φfin

that characterises the ephemeral processes (that is, P |=φfin iff the tree of P has
no replicated labels); for any set S of names, a formula refersS that characterises
the processes whose set of free names is precisely S.

There are strong connections among all the results discussed above. For
instance, both the characterisations of =L and the characteristic formulas talk
about the separability power of AL. The connections are explicit in the proofs:
for instance, the proof of undecidability relies on most of the other results.

Related work. Characterisations and axiomatisations of =L have already
been presented in [San01], on finite MA (without replications). The proofs
rely on the ephemeral nature of the processes, precisely on the property that
all (complete) computations of a process, comprising its interactions with the
environment, are finite and terminate with the 0 process. Therefore we could
not adapt these proofs to processes with replications. The need for stuttering in
MA is already pointed out in [San01], but all examples use trees with unbounded
depth.

The axiomatic characterisation gives us an axiomatisation of =L on a class of
non-finite MA processes. We are not aware of other axiomatisations of semantic
equivalences (defined by operational, denotational, logical, or other means) in
non-finite higher-order process calculi; (the only other axiomatisation of higher-
order process calculi we are aware of is that of [San01], and is on finite MA.
Here, we show that stuttering is also necessary on trees with finite depth (the
trees with persistencies). Formulas in AL, or similar logics, that characterise
the free names of processes were known [CG01b, CC01], but use additional
operators (notably the revelation operator). The undecidability of the model-
checking problem of AL – in fact of an even smaller logic – had already been
established, using different techniques [CT01].

2 Background

In this section we set up the general framework of this paper. We introduce the
language of Mobile Ambients and the Ambient Logic, and recall some known
results that will be useful for our purposes.

2.1 The Mobile Ambient Calculus

We recall here the syntax of ‘pure’ MA, from [CG98b]. ‘Pure’ means that
computation is only movement. Indeed, we work in a calculus without commu-
nication; this extension will be discussed in Section 7. Also, as in [CG00, Car01,
CG01a], the calculus has no restriction operator for creating new names. The
restriction-free calculus is simpler, and has a more direct correspondence with
edge-labelled trees and semistructured data. Table 1 presents the syntax.
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a, b, . . . , n,m Names

Capabilities
cap ::= in n (enter)

| out n (exit)
| open n (open)

Processes
P,Q,R ::= 0 (nil)

| P | Q (parallel)
| cap.P (prefixing)
| n[P ] (ambient)
| !P (replication)

Table 1: The syntax of MA

Names are ranged over by a, b, . . . , n,m, . . . , capabilities by cap, and pro-
cesses by P,Q,R, S. Processes with the same internal structure are identified.

open n.P | n[Q] −→ P | Q
Red-Open

n[in m.P1 | P2] | m[Q] −→ m[n[P1 | P2] | Q]
Red-In

m[n[out m.P1 | P2] | Q] −→ n[P1 | P2] | m[Q]
Red-Out

P −→ P ′

P | Q −→ P ′ | Q
Red-Par

P −→ P ′

n[P ] −→ n[P ′]
Red-Amb

P ≡ P ′ P ′ −→ P ′′ P ′′ ≡ P ′′′

P −→ P ′′′ Red-Str

Table 2: The rules for reduction

This is expressed by means of the structural congruence relation, ≡, the smallest
congruence such that (0, |, !) is a multiset algebra, that is, satisfies the following
rules:

P | 0 ≡ P P | Q ≡ Q | P P | (Q | R) ≡ (P | Q) | R
!P ≡ !P | P !(P | Q) ≡ !P | !Q !!P ≡ !P !0 ≡ 0

Theorem 2.1 ([DZ00]) ≡ is decidable for the calculus we study.

[DZ00] actually establishes this result decidable for a richer calculus.
The rules for the reduction relation, −→, are given in Table 2. The reflexive

and transitive closure of −→ is written =⇒.
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Definition 2.2 (Labelled transitions and stuttering) Let P be a process.
We introduce the following notations:

• P
cap−→ P ′, if P ≡ cap.P1 | P2 and P ′ = P1 | P2.

• (stuttering) P
(M1,M2)

?

========⇒P ′ if there are r ≥ 1 and processes P1, . . . , Pr

with P = P1 such that Pi =⇒ M1−→ =⇒ M2−→ =⇒ Pi+1 for all 1 ≤ i < r, and
Pr =⇒ P ′.

• Finally,
〈cap〉
=⇒ is a convenient notation for compacting statements involv-

ing capability transitions.
〈in n〉
=⇒ is (out n,in n)?

=========⇒; similarly
〈out n〉
=⇒ is

(in n,out n)?

=========⇒; and
〈open n〉
=⇒ is =⇒.

We shall need two forms of stuttering: P
(in n,out n)?

========⇒P ′ and P
(out n,in n)?

========⇒P ′.
Some of our results are proved by induction on the sequentiality degree of a

process, which is the maximal depth of nesting of capabilities in the process.

Definition 2.3 (Sequentiality degree, ds) The sequentiality degree of a term
is defined as follows:

• ds(0) = 0, ds(P | Q) = max
(
ds(P ), ds(Q)

)
;

• ds(n[P ]) = ds(!P ) = ds(P );

• ds(cap.P ) = 1 + ds(P ).

Note that this definition relies on the presence of the ! operator (instead of
a recursion operator) in the calculus. An important property of ds(P ) is the
following:

Lemma 2.4 Let P,Q be two terms of MA. Then:

1. if P ≡ Q, then ds(P ) = ds(Q)

2. if P −→Q or P
cap−→ Q then ds(P ) ≥ ds(Q).

Proof: 1 is immediate, as is the reult on
cap−→ in 2. For P −→Q, one mayb

reason by induction on the inference of P −→Q. 2

Property 2 will be used to state support an important inductive definition below
(see Def. 3.9). Another measure on terms, the depth degree, will be useful when
building characteristic formulas for the logic, in Section 5.1:

Definition 2.5 (Depth degree) The depth degree of a process is given by a
function dd from MA processes to natural numbers, inductively defined by:

• dd(0) def= 0, dd(cap.P ) def= 0;

• dd(n[P ]) def= dd(P ) + 1;
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• dd((!)P1 | . . . | (!)Pr)
def= max1≤i≤r dd(Pi).

Definition 2.6 (Finite and single terms) • A term P is finite iff there
is some P ′ with no occurrence of the replication operator such that P ≡
P ′.

• A term is single if there exists P ′ such that either P ≡ cap.P for some
capor P ≡ n[P ] for some n.

[San01] focuses on finite terms, with goals similar to ours.

2.2 The logic

To define the set of formulas of the Ambient Logic (AL–Table 3) we introduce
an infinite set of variables, ranged over with x, y, z; η ranges over names and
variables.

A ::= > (true) classical logic
| ¬A (negation)
| A ∨ B (disjunction)
| ∀ x . A (universal quantification over names)
| �A (sometime) temporal and spatial connectives
| 0 (void)
| η[A] (edge)
| A | B (composition)
| A@η (localisation?!?) logical adjuncts
| A B B (linear implication)

Table 3: The syntax of logical formulas

The logic has the propositional connectives, >,¬A,A ∨ B, and universal
quantification on names, ∀x. A, with the standard logical interpretation. The
temporal connective, 3A has been briefly discussed in the Introduction. The
spatial connectives, 0, A | B, and η[A], are the logical counterpart of the cor-
responding constructions on processes. ABB and A@η are the logical adjuncts
of A | B and η[A], in the sense of being, roughly, their inverse (see below).
A{n/x} is the formula obtained from A by substituting variable x by name n.
A formula without free variables is closed.
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Definition 2.7 (Satisfaction) The satisfaction relation is defined on closed
formulas as follows:

P |= > def= always true
P |= ∀ x . A def= for any n, P |= A{n/x}
P |= ¬A def= not P |= A
P |= A1 | A2

def= ∃P1, P2 s.t. P ≡ P1 | P2

and Pi |= Ai, i = 1, 2
P |= A ∨ B def= P |= A or P |= B
P |= n[A] def= ∃P ′ s.t. P ≡ n[P ′] and P ′ |= A
P |= 0 def= P ≡ 0

P |= 3A def= ∃P ′ s.t. P=⇒P ′ and P ′ |= A
P |= A@n

def= n[P ] |= A
P |= A B B def= ∀R, R|=A implies P | R |= B

The logic in [CG00] has also a somewhere connective, that holds of a process
containing, at some arbitrary level of nesting of ambients, an ambient whose
content satisfies A. The addition of this connective would not change the results
in the paper.

Lemma 2.8 ([CG00]) If P ≡ Q and P |= A, then also Q |= A.

We give ∨ and ∧ the least syntactic precedence, thus A1BA2 ∧ A3 reads
(A1BA2) ∧ A3, and A1B(3A2 ∧ 3A3) reads A1B((3A2) ∧ (3A3)). We shall
use the dual of some connectives, namely the duals of linear implication (AIB),
of the sometime modality (�A), of the parallel operator (‖), and the standard
duals of universal quantification (∃ x . A) and disjunction (A ∧ B). We also
define (classical) implication (A → B).

A ∧B
def= ¬(¬A ∨ ¬B) �A def= ¬3¬A

A → B def= ¬A ∨ B A‖B def= ¬(¬A | ¬B)
∃ x . A def= ¬∀ x . ¬A AIB def= ¬(AB¬B)

⊥ def= ¬>

Thus P |= AIB iff there exists Q with Q |= A and P | Q |= B, and P |= 2A iff
P ′ |= A for all P ′ such that P =⇒ P ′. The formula A∀ def= A‖¬>, from [CG00],
is satisfied by P iff for any Q, R such that P ≡ Q | R, it holds that Q |= A.

The formula 1Comp
def= 0‖0 ∧ ¬0 from [San01] is satisfied by the single

processes (see Def. 2.6).
Let us now define the relation =L we study in this paper.

Definition 2.9 (Process logical equivalence) For processes P and Q, we
write P=LQ if for all closed formulas A it holds that P |= A iff Q |= A.
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Theorem 2.10 ([San01]) =L coincides with ≡ for finite terms.

As a consequence of this theorem and of Thm. 2.1, =L is decidable on finite
terms. The remainder of this paper is devoted to the extension and further
development of this result.

3 Coinductive and inductive operational rela-
tions

We now introduce, drawing inspiration from the work on finite terms reported
in [San01], a coinductively defined relation 'bis on processes that will be proved
to coincide with =L in Sec. 5. We also provide an inductive characterisation of
'bis, by exploiting the intensionality of this relation.

3.1 Intensional bisimilarity and its soundness

Definition 3.1 (Intensional bisimilarity) Intensional bisimilarity is the largest
symmetric relation 'bis on processes such that P 'bis Q implies:

1. If P ≡ P1 | P2 then there exist Q1, Q2 such that Q ≡ Q1 | Q2 and
Pi 'bis Qi, for i = 1, 2.

2. If P ≡ 0 then Q ≡ 0.

3. If P −→ P ′ then there exists Q′ such that Q =⇒ Q′ and P ′ 'bis Q′.

4. For any cap, if P
cap−→ P ′ then there exists Q′ such that Q

cap−→ 〈cap〉
=⇒ Q′ and

P ′ 'bis Q′.

5. If P ≡ n[P ′] then there exists Q′ such that Q ≡ n[Q′] and P ′ 'bis Q′.

With respect to standard bisimilarities for process calculi, 'bis has inten-
sional clauses, namely (1), (2) and (5), which allow us to observe parallel com-
positions, the terminated process, and ambients. These clauses correspond to
the intensional connectives ‘|’, ‘0’, and n[A] of the logic. The other main pecu-
liarity of 'bis are the stuttering relations. The need for stuttering on infinite
trees (i.e., MA with a recursion operator) has been pointed out in [San01]. We
show that stuttering is also needed on finite trees with replication.

Example 1 (Stuttering for persistent terms) Consider the processes

P0
def= !open n. in n. out n. in n. out n.n[0] | n[0]

and
P1

def= !open n. in n. out n. in n. out n.n[0] | in n. out n.n[0] .

It holds that P0 6'bis P1; however, since
P0

(in n,out n)?

=========⇒ P1
(in n,out n)?

=========⇒ P0 ,
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we have out n.P0 'bis out n.P1. Without stuttering this equivalence would
not hold.

The proof of congruence of'bis follows the proof of the analogous result in [San01],
using a technique similar to Howe’s for proving congruence of bisimilarity in
higher-order languages [How96].

Lemma 3.2 'bis is a congruence relation on MA.

Proof: See [San01]. 2

Theorem 3.3 (Soundness of 'bis) In MA, 'bis⊆ =L.

Completeness – the hard implication – is proved in Section 5.3.
We now present an equivalent formulation of 'bis, which will be useful at

some point for technical reasons.

Proposition 3.4 (Reformulation) Let 'bis′ be the relation defined as 'bis

(Def. 3.1), except that condition 3 is omitted and condition 4 is replaced by:

4’ For any cap, if P = cap.P ′, then there are Q1, Q
′ such that Q ≡ cap.Q1

and Q1
〈cap〉
=⇒ Q′ with P ′ 'bis Q′.

Then 'bis′ ='bis.

Proof:[sketch] It is enough to remark that under condition 1, 4 and 4’ are
equivalent. Moreover, clause 3 can be derived by induction on the proof of
P −→Q using clauses 1,4 and 5. A more detailed justification can be found
in [San01]. 2

Lemma 3.5 (Inversion results for 'bis) Let P, P1, P2, Q be processes of MA.
Then

1. 0 'bis Q iff Q ≡ 0.

2. n[P ] 'bis Q iff there exists Q′ such that Q ≡ n[Q′] and P 'bis Q′.

3. P1 | P2 'bis Q iff there exist Q1, Q2 such that Q ≡ Q1 | Q2 and
Pi 'bis Qi for i = 1, 2.

4. !P 'bis Q iff there exist r ≥ 1, s ≥ r, Qi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that Q ≡
Π1≤i≤r!Qi | Πr+1≤i≤sQi, and P 'bis Qi for i = 1 . . . s.

5. cap.P 'bis Q iff there exists Q′ such that Q ≡ cap.Q′ with P
〈cap〉
=⇒

'bis Q′ and Q′ 〈cap〉
=⇒ 'bis P .
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Proof: 1,2,3 are direct consequences of Definition 3.1 and the congruence
property. Let us now prove 5; we start with the direct implication. First,
applying 1 and 3, we may see that Q is either an ambient or a capability.
Moreover, the case of the ambient is also excluded by 2, so Q ≡ cap′.Q′ for
some cap′, Q′. Now according to condition 4 in Definition 3.1, cap = cap′ and

P
〈cap〉
=⇒ 'bis Q′ 〈cap〉

=⇒ 'bis P . The reverse implication is trivial.

We now turn to the proof of 4; we first establish the result for P single,
starting with the direct implication. For any single Q1 such that Q ≡ Q1 | Q2,
we have Q1 'bis P (because of 1 and 2). Now this proves that there exist
r ≥ 0, s ≥ r, Qi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that Q ≡ Π1≤i≤r!Qi | Πr+1≤i≤sQi, and
P 'bis Qi for i = 1 . . . s. Let us suppose by absurd that r = 0; then applying
s + 1 times the inversion 3, we would get a contradiction. Hence r > 0 and the
direct implication is proved. To prove the reverse implication, it is enough to
see that !P ≡ Π1≤i≤r!P | Πr+1≤i≤sP and use 3, and conclude with the fact
that P 'bis Qi implies !P 'bis !Qi (by congruence).

Now suppose P is not single; by applying the structural congruence rule
!!T ≡ !T , we can rewrite !P in such a way that we can suppose without loss
of generality that P consists in a parallel composition of finitely many non
structurally congruent single terms (to be exact, we also need to use the law
!T | T ≡ !T to work with distinct structural equivalence classes). So P may
be written modulo ≡ as P1 | . . . | Pk.

We treat here the case k = 2, i.e. P ≡ P ′ | P ′′, the generic case be-
ing a direct generalisation. Since P ′ and P ′′ are single, we have by 3 and by
the result we have just proved the existence of Q′, Q′′, and of two families
(Q(1)

1 , Q
(1)
2 , . . . , Q

(1)
r1 , . . . , Q

(1)
s1 ) and (Q(2)

1 , Q
(2)
2 , . . . , Q

(2)
r1 , . . . , Q

(2)
s1 ) of terms such

that

Q ≡ Q′ | Q′′ , Q′ ≡ Π1≤i≤r1 !Q
(1)
i | Πr1+1≤i≤s1Q

(1)
i , Q′′ ≡ Π1≤i≤r2 !Q

(2)
i | Πr2+1≤i≤s2Q

(2)
i ,

P ′ 'bis Q
(1)
i for i = 1, . . . , s1 and P ′′ 'bis Q

(2)
i for i = 1, . . . , s2 .

Now suppose for instance that r1 ≥ r2 and s1 ≤ s2 (this is just an example, the
other cases are treated similarly). We set:

Qi = Q
(1)
i | Q(2)

i for 1 ≤ i ≤ r2

Q
(1)
i | Q(2)

r2 for r2 < i ≤ r1

Q
(1)
i | Q(2)

i for r1 < i ≤ s1

Q
(1)
r1 | Q

(2)
i for s1 < i ≤ s2 .

(note that the above decomposition
[1 . . . s2] = [1 . . . r2] ∪ [r2 + 1 . . . r1] ∪ [r1 + 1 . . . s1] ∪ [s1 + 1 . . . s2]

may contain empty intervals). By construction, and by congruence of 'bis, we
have that for all i ∈ [1 . . . s2], Qi 'bis P ′ | P ′′ ≡ P , which establishes the first
part of the result we want. To obtain the second part, we write:
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- using the law !T ≡ !T | !T ,
Π1≤i≤r2 !Q

(2)
i ≡ Π1≤i≤r2 !Q

(2)
i | !Q(2)

r2
| . . . | !Q(2)

r2︸ ︷︷ ︸
r1−r2 times

;

- using the law !T ≡ !T | T ,
Π1≤i≤r1 !Q

(1)
i | Πr1<i≤s1Q

(1)
i ≡ Π1≤i≤r1 !Q

(1)
i | Πr1<i≤s1Q

(1)
i | Q(1)

s1
| . . . | Q(1)

s1︸ ︷︷ ︸
s2−s1 times

.

Using these observations, we can write, taking s = max(s1, s2) = s2 and m =
max(r1, r2) = r1:

Q ≡ Q′ | Q′′

≡ Π1≤i≤r1 !Q
(1)
i | Πr1+1≤i≤s1Q

(1)
i

∣∣ Π1≤i≤r2 !Q
(2)
i | Πr2+1≤i≤s2Q

(2)
i

≡ Π1≤i≤r!Qi

∣∣ Πr+1≤i≤sQi .

This finishes the proof for the direct implication. Note that the kind of unfolding
we have been doing here, taking advantage of the properties of replication, is
used to derive expansions between contexts (introduced below), and shall be
needed in the proof of Theorem 3.10.

Concerning the reverse implication, if there exist r, s, and (Qi)i=1,...s such
that Q ≡ Π1≤i≤r!Qi | Πr+1≤i≤sQi and P 'bis Qi, write !P ≡ Π1≤i≤r!P

∣∣ Πr+1≤i≤sP
as for the single case above, and use 3 and the congruence of 'bis to conclude.

2

3.2 Active contexts and an inductive characterisation

Below we present an inductive characterisation of 'bis. This results holds ba-
sically because of inversion properties (Lemmas 3.8 and 3.5), which testify the
intensionality of 'bis.

A context, ranged over with C,D, . . . , is a process term with some holes [ ]i in
it, i ∈ N, with the requirement for each hole to occur at most once (note that a
hole [ ]i cannot be confused with ambient constructs thanks to the i subscript). i
will be called an index of C if C contains the hole [ ]i. Two contexts are disjoint
if no hole [ ]i occurs in both. Structural congruence is extended on holes by
adding the terminal rule []i ≡ []i. The application of a context to a vector of
terms is inductively defined by C[ε] def= C and C[P . P̃ ] def= C{P/[ ]i}[P̃ ], where i is
the smallest index of C (for the case C is not a term, otherwise C[P̃ ] is simply C).
In the remainder of the paper, we will actually restrict ourselves to expressions
of the form C[P̃ ] with P̃ and C having the same arities, that is “fully applied”
contexts.

Definition 3.6 (Active contexts, normalised contexts, expansion) Let C,D
be some contexts.

14



• C is an active context if each hole appears underneath exactly one capa-
bility in C.

• C is said to be single if its topmost constructor is an ambient or a capability
construct. A context C is normalised if every replication occurring in C is
applied to a single context.

• Given two contexts C and D, if σ is a function that associates an index of
C to any index of D, we will say that D is a σ-expansion of C, (written
C Cσ D), or equivalently that C is a σ-contraction of D, if C ≡ D(σ),
where D(σ) is D{[]σ(j)/[]j}j∈ID , ID being the (finite) set of indexes corre-
sponding to the holes that occur in D.

Remarks:

• Active contexts can be described by the following grammar:

C ::= 0
∣∣∣ n[C]

∣∣∣ !C
∣∣∣ C | C ∣∣∣ cap. [ ]i

where each [ ]i has a single occurrence. We sometimes use capi to refer
to the capability occurring immediately above the hole [ ]i in an active
context.

• For any process P , there exists a unique active context C and a unique
vector of terms P̃ such that P = C[P̃ ] (where = denotes syntactic equality).
This will be referred to as the active context decomposition of P . Moreover,
we can remark that ds(P ) = 1 + maxPi∈P̃ ds(Pi).

• Using the axioms !0 ≡ 0 and !(P | Q) ≡ !P | !Q, we can always exhibit
Q ≡ P such that Q = C[Q̃] where C is a normalised active context.

• Relation Cσ is defined up to ≡, so that ≡Cσ≡ coincides with Cσ.

Lemma 3.7 (Active context decomposition) Let P,Q be two terms. Then
P ≡ Q iff there exist two active contexts C and D, two vectors of processes P̃ , Q̃
such that P ≡ C[P̃ ], Q ≡ D[Q̃], and a function σ such that:

1. C Cσ D;

2. for any j, [ ]σ(j) and [ ]j are underneath the same capability capj in C and
D respectively, and Pσ(j) ≡ Qj.

Proof: The direct implication is trivial, by taking C = D. For the reverse
implication, we reason by induction on C using Lemma 3.8 and an analogous of
Lemma 3.5 for the relation ≡. 2

We conclude by stating some useful properties about expansion of active con-
texts, that are the counterpart of the corresponding results for'bis (Lemma 3.5).

Lemma 3.8 (Inversion results for expansion) Let C,D, C1, C2 be active con-
texts, and σ an expansion function whose domain contains the indexes of D.
Then:
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1. 0 Cσ D iff D ≡ 0.

2. n[C] Cσ D iff there exists some D′ such that D ≡ n[D′] and C′ Cσ D′

3. C1 | C2 Cσ D iff there exist D1,D2 such that D ≡ D1 | D2 and Ci Cσ Di

(i = 1, 2).

4. !C ≡ D iff there exist r ≥ 1, s ≥ r,Di (1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that D ≡
Π1≤i≤r!Di | Πr+1≤i≤sDi, and C Cσ Di for i = 1 . . . s.

5. cap. []i Cσ D iff D ≡ cap. []j and σ(j) = i.

Proof: Cases 1,2 and 5 are easy, and so are the reverse implications for the
other cases. The only points to prove are thus the direct implications for results
3 and 4.

We begin by establishing a useful result, in the case where two contexts C
and D are related by C = D(σ) for some σ. Suppose we have two families of
single active contexts (Ci)i, (Dj)j such that in any family, every two contexts
belong to distinct congruence classes. Suppose further that we have two corre-
sponding families (αi)i, (βj)j of “exponents”, taken from N∗ ∪ {∞}, such that
C ≡ Πi=1...lCαi

i and D ≡ Πj=1...l′D
βj

i (where C∞ denotes !C). Since expansion
does not duplicate single terms, we have that for any j ≤ l′, there exists a
unique i ≤ l such that Dj(σ) = Ci. Moreover, if we call Ji the set of indices j
such that Ci ≡ Dj(σ), we have that Ji 6= ∅, and

αi =
∑
j∈ Ji

βj .

Let us now prove the direct implication of case 3. Using the notations
we have introduced, we may write a decomposition of (αi)i into two families
(α1

i ), (α
2
i ) of indices in N ∪ {∞} such that Cε ≡ Πi=1...lC

αε
i

i , ε = 1, 2, with
αi = α1

i + α2
i . We then mimick this decomposition on the family (βj)j , and

define two families (β1
j ), (β2

j ) such that βj = β1
j +β2

j and αε
i =

∑
j∈ Ji

βε
j for any

i. We conclude by defining Dε as Πj=1...r′Dε
j .

To treat case 4, we first remark that in this case every αi is equal to ∞,
so that every Ji contains at least one j such that βj = ∞. This is enough to
establish case 4 for a single context C (i.e. with r = 1).

In the general case where C is not single, the sets Jis need not necessarily
have the same cardinality. We therefore define:

J∞ = {j. βj =∞} , r = maxi ](Ji ∩ J∞) , and s = maxj /∈J∞ βj .
The idea is then to use the structural congruence laws !C ≡ !C | !C and !C ≡ !C | C
in order to “unfold” copies of some components of D, so that cardinalities can
match r and s. More precisely, we set Dk = Πi=1...lDk,i, the Dk,is being defined
as follows: for k = 2 . . . r, the pattern of the proof is given in an analogous proof
above (Lemma 3.5).

2
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We now exploit the definitions introduced above to provide an inductive
caracterisation of 'bis, based on the notion of active context decomposition.
We start by defining the inductive relation ∼ind.

Definition 3.9 (Inductive characterisation) Given a process P , let P ∼ind

(. ) be the (least) predicate defined by induction on ds(P ) as follows:
if there exist two active contexts C and D, and two vectors of processes P̃ , Q̃,
such that the following conditions hold:

1. P ≡ C[P̃ ] and Q ≡ D[Q̃];

2. there is a function σ such that C Cσ D;

3. for any j, [ ]σ(j) and [ ]j are underneath the same capability capj. More-

over, there are P ′
j , Q

′
j such that Pσ(j)

capj=⇒ P ′
j ∼ind Qj, and Qj

capj=⇒ Q′
j

and Pσ(j) ∼ind Q′
j;

then P ∼ind Q.

Fact 1 (Correctness of definition) Definition 3.9 is inductive.

Proof: The point to check is that ds(P ′
j) < ds(P ). This is a consequence of

ds(Pσ(j)) < ds(P ) and ds(P ′
j) ≤ ds(Pσ(j)) (by Lemma 2.4). 2

Remarks:

• The fact that ∼ind is inductive does not imply that it is a decidable rela-
tion. Indeed, in clause 3, there is a search for P ′

j , Q
′
j in the (potentially

infinite) set of images of Pσ(j) and Qj . We will show in Section 6 that
∼ind is actually not decidable in general.

• Intuitively, when defining ∼ind, we have to exploit expansions in order to
conform to clause 4 in Lemma 3.5.

The following important result can now be assessed:

Theorem 3.10 Relations 'bis and ∼ind coincide on MA.

Proof: Let us first assume that P 'bis Q. We reason by induction on ds(P )
and a decomposition of P under the form C[P̃ ] such that C is normalised. We
then proceed by induction on C; using Lemma 3.5 we may find some C′, Q̃ such
that Q ≡ C′[Q̃] and some function σ satisfying the following conditions: (i)
C Cσ C′; (ii) for any j, if [ ]σ(j) and [ ]j are underneath the same capability capj ,

then there are P ′
j , Q

′
j such that Pσ(j)

capj=⇒ P ′
j 'bis Qj , and Qj

capj=⇒ Q′
j and

Pσ(j) 'bis Q′
j ; the function σ results from the construction of the proof of

Lemma 3.5, case 4.
Now if ds(P ) = 0, this means that P̃ , Q̃ are empty and then P ∼ind Q.

Otherwise, we have by induction that Pσ(j)

capj=⇒ P ′
j ∼ind Qj , and Qj

capj=⇒ Q′
j

and Pσ(j) ∼ind Q′
j , and again P ∼ind Q. So the first implication is proved.

The other implication follows the same pattern (induction on ds(P ), then on
the active context of P ), using the results of Lemma 3.8 instead of Lemma 3.5.

2
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3.3 The subcalculi MAIF and MAsyn
IF

We are now ready to introduce two subclasses of MA,, that shall be needed
in the statement of our results. These are defined through restrictions on the
class of processes P that are allowed after a capability cap in a term of the form
cap.P .

Definition 3.11 (image-finite processes, MAIF, MAsyn
IF ) Given a capacity

cap, a process P is cap-image finite if the set {P ′ | P 〈cap〉
=⇒ P ′}, quotiented by

'bis, is finite. The classes MAIF and MAsyn
IF are obtained by adding to the gram-

mar of Table 1 the following constraints on the production cap.P : in MAIF, the
continuation P must be a cap-image-finite process of MAIF; in MAsyn

IF , the con-
tinuation P must be finite.

The inclusions
MAsyn

IF ⊆ MAIF ⊆ MA

are strict. The processes P0 and P1 in Example 1 are in MAsyn
IF and image-

finite; however out n.P0 and out n.P1 are in MAIF but not in MAsyn
IF . The

process P = open n. (!open a | !a[b[0]]) is in MA, but not in MAIF, because
!open a | !a[b[0]] is not image finite.

MAsyn
IF , and hence also MAIF, contains processes that are not image-finite:

for instance, the processes used to encode Turing Machines in Section 6.
Let us stress two easy facts about calculi MAIF and MAsyn

IF :

• Closure under transition: MAIF and MAsyn
IF are closed under transition,

that is given P ∈ MAIF (resp. MAsyn
IF ) and Q ∈ MA such that P −→Q or

P
cap−→ Q, then Q also is in MAIF (resp. MAsyn

IF ).

• Stability: MAIF and MAsyn
IF are stable under 'bis, that is given P ∈ MAIF

(resp. MAsyn
IF ) and Q ∈ MA such that P 'bis Q, then Q also is in MAIF

(resp. MAsyn
IF ).

These results can be established by induction on the sequentiality degree, the
key property being condition 4 of 'bis. For MAsyn

IF , stability can also be seen as
a direct consequence of Theorem 3.12.

We now extend a result from [San01] on finite processes to MAsyn
IF .

Theorem 3.12 (Characterisation of 'bis on MAsyn
IF ) Let P ∈ MAsyn

IF . Then
for all Q ∈ MA,

P 'bis Q iff P ≡ Q .

Proof: The proof for finite MA is reported in [San01]. The important fact to
notice is that for P,Q finite, and any capability cap,

P
〈cap〉
=⇒ 'bis Q

〈cap〉
=⇒ 'bis P iff P ≡ Q .

This allows us to rewrite clause 2 in the definition of ∼ind as simply Pσ(j) ≡ Qj

when considering terms of MAsyn
IF . This actually corresponds to the active con-

text decomposition of ≡, hence ∼ind = ≡. 2
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The equality out n.P0 'bis out n.P1 of Example 1 shows that Theorem 3.12
cannot be extended to MAIF. Indeed, the MAsyn

IF requirement that processes
underneath capabilities should be finite seems essential for Thm. 3.12 to hold.

The results we have presented in this section express properties of Mobile
Ambients at an operational level. We shall prove in Sec. 5 that 'bis (or, equiv-
alently, ∼ind) provides in fact an operational characterisation of logical equiva-
lence, =L.

4 Auxiliary formulas

In this section, we introduce some formulas that shall be needed in order to
derive the results of Sec. 5. These results are also an illustration of the expressive
power of the ambient logic. We successively give characteristaions of capabilites,
both ephemeral and persistent, of finiteness, and of the set of free names of a
process.

4.1 Formulas for ephemeral capabilities

An MA process can be viewed as a finite labelled tree in which labels can be
ambient names, capabilities, replicated ambients, and replicated capabilities.
If we can define formulas that describe all these labels, then we will be able
to derive the characteristic formulas using standard techniques for image-finite
processes with finite tree representation [GS86, SI94]. AL already has formulas
n[A] that talk about ambient labels. We have to construct the formulas for the
other labels. Formulas for capabilities are presented in [San01], for finite MA;
they are also correct on MA. Their definition is given on Table 4.

1Comp
def= ¬0 ∧ 0‖0 (this formula is from [San01])

1Cap
def= 1Comp ∧ ¬∃x. x[>]

〈in n〉.A def= 1Cap ∧ ∀x.
(
n[0] B 3 n[x[A]])@x

〈out n〉.A def= 1Cap ∧ ∀m.
(
(3m[A] | n[0])@n

)
@m

〈open n〉.A def= 1Cap ∧ ∀m.
(

n[m[0]] B 3 m[0] | A
)

[[cap]].A def= 〈cap〉.> ∧ ¬〈cap〉.¬A for any capability cap

Table 4: Formulas for (ephemeral) capabilities

Lemma 4.1 (Formulas for capabilities) For any capability cap, formula A
and term P ,

• P |= 〈cap〉.A iff there are P ′ and P ′′ such that P ≡ cap.P ′ and P ′ 〈cap〉
=⇒

P ′′ with P ′′|=A.
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• P |= [[cap]].A iff there is P ′ such that P ≡ cap.P ′, and, for any P ′′ such

that P ′ 〈cap〉
=⇒ P ′′, P ′′|=A.

Proof: See [San01] for the formulas of the form 〈cap〉.A. Once these properties
are established, the results for [[cap]].A easily follow. 2

The formula 1Comp (from [San01]) characterises the single processes. A
formula 〈cap〉.A expresses possibility (in Lemma 4.1, at least one derivative of
P ′ satisfies A), while a formula [[cap]].A expresses necessity (all derivatives of
P ′ satisfy A). Note that the latter formulas are not the dual of the possibility
formulas, as in standard modal logics, because of the spatial aspects of AL. For
instance, [[in n]].> is different from ¬〈in n〉.¬>: the latter is in fact equivalent
to >.

4.2 Characterising finiteness and free names

We now present a formula that is satisfied by all and only finite processes. The
representation of replication seems a priori unfeasable in the present version of
the ambient logic, as it does not provide a recursion operator. We may actually
capture the “finite” character of a term, using the fact that a replicated process
is persistent, i.e. it is always present along the reductions of a term.

We thus show that we may reduce the characterisation of finiteness to the
existence of a scenario which guarantees reachability of 0:

Lemma 4.2 Let P,Q be two terms such that P =⇒Q. Then P is finite iff Q
is finite.

Proof: By induction over the length of the =⇒ derivation, then induction over
the structure of the proof of the −→ transition. 2

Lemma 4.3 P ∈ MA is finite iff there are Q,R, n such that n[P | Q] | R =⇒ 0.

Proof:

• Let us assume that P is finite. We prove by induction on P that there
exist Q and R such that for any P ′,

n[P | P ′ | Q] | R =⇒ n[P ′]

The left to right implication can then be obtained using this property with
P ′ = 0 and adding open n in parallel with R.

1 For P = 0, take Q = R = 0.

2 For P ≡ m[P1], we have by induction Q1, R1 such that n[P1 | P ′ |
Q1] | R1 =⇒n[P ′] for any P ′. Now we set Q = open m | Q1 and
R = R1. Then it is clear that n[m[P1] | P ′ | Q] | R =⇒ n[P ′] for
any P ′.
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3 For P ≡ P1 | . . . | Pr (with no replicated component), we use the
induction hypothesis to obtain Qi and Ri, and then set Q = Q1 |
. . . | Qr, R = R1 | . . . | Rr such that for any P ′,

n[P | P ′ | Q] | R =⇒ n[P2 | . . . | Pr | P ′ | Q2 | . . . | Qr] | R2 | . . . | Rr

=⇒ . . .=⇒ n[P ′]

reasoning inductively on r.
4 For P ≡ cap.P1, we use the induction hypothesis to get Q1 and R1,

and we define Q and R according to the shape of cap as follows:
∗ cap = in m. Then we set Q = Q1 and R = m[0] | open m | R1

Then for any P ′:

n[P | P ′ | Q] | R −→ m[n[P1 | P ′ | Q]] | open m | R1

−→ n[P1 | P ′ | Q1] | R1

=⇒ n[P ′]

∗ cap = out m. Then we set Q = in m | Q1 and R = m[0] |
open m | R1, so that we can conclude.
∗ cap = open m. Then we set Q = m[0] | Q1 and R = R1.

The first implication is thus established.

• Let us assume P is not finite. Then for any n, Q, R, n[P | Q] | R is also
infinite, and by the previous lemma, it is also the case for any of its reducts,
and hence it cannot reduce to 0.

The lemma is proved. 2

Let us now consider the following formula:

φfin
def= ∃x.

(
> I (>I30)@x

)
Proposition 4.4 For any P ∈ MA, P |= φfin iff P is finite.

Proof: Direct consequence of the previous lemma. 2

We can also define, for any finite set S of names, a formula satisfied by
those processes whose set of free names is precisely S. For this construction we
exploit the ability, using the modal formulas for capabilities, to detect unguarded
occurrences of names, together with Lemma 4.5. We say that a process P is flat
if the only process underneath all capabilities and inside all ambients of P is 0.

Lemma 4.5 For all P, n, n ∈ fn(P ) iff for any name m, there exist some
flat processes Q,R, in which n does not occur free, and a process S with an
occurrence of n at top level such that m[P | Q] | R =⇒ m[S].

Proof: We first introduce an auxiliary notion which will be useful for the proof.
The occurrence depth of a name n in a term is given by a function depthn :

P−→N ∪ {∞}, inductively defined as follows:
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- depthn(0) =∞.

- depthn(n[P1]) = 0, and for n 6= m, depthn(m[P1]) = depthnP1 + 1.

- depthn((!)P1 | . . . | (!)Pr) = min1≤i≤r depthn(Pi).

- depthn(cap.P ) = 0 for cap ∈ {in n, out n, open n}, and depthn(cap.P ) =
depthn(P ) + 1 otherwise.

Note that the property of S having an occurrence of n at top level is equiv-
alent to depthn(S) = 0. We are now ready to prove the lemma:

• first implication: Let us assume that depthn(P ) <∞. We consider a name
m, and prove by induction on depthn(P ) that there exist Q, R, S satisfying
the conditions of the lemma.

– if depthn(P ) = 0, we take Q = R = 0 and S = P .

– if depthn(P ) = i + 1, let us assume for example that P ≡ in m1.P1 |
P2 with depthn(P1) = i. By induction hypothesis, there are Q1, R1, S1

and m satisfying the conditions of the lemma P1. But Q1, R1, S1 | P2

also satisfy these conditions for P1 | P2. So if we set Q = Q1,
R = m1[0] | open m1 | R1 and S = S1 | P2, then Q, R, S can
be chosen for P . For the other cases, we proceed as in the proof of
Lemma 4.3.

The first implication is proved.

• second implication: Let us assume that n 6∈ fn(P ). We consider m 6= n,
and some Q,R as in the statement of the lemma. Then n 6∈ fn(m[P | Q] | R),
so that for any T such that m[P | Q] | R =⇒ T , n 6∈ fn(T ). The second
implication thus follows.

2

We can now define the formula to capture the set of free names of a process;
it is given in Table 5 (in the definition of refers({n1, . . . , nk}), we adopt the
convention that

∧
i=0...k Fi = > and

∨
i=0...k Fi = ⊥ when k = 0).

Formula refers1(n) detects whether name n occurs in a process, while toplevel(n)
detects whether n occurs at top level (i.e. P satisfies this formula iff depthn(P ) =
0).

Proposition 4.6 (Intensionality of name occurrences) There is a computable
function that associates to each finite set S of names a formula refers(S) such
that for any P ∈MA

P |= refers(S) iff S = fn(P ) .

Proof: Consequence of the previous Lemma. 2
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Aω def= (1Comp→ A)∀

m = n
def= (n[>])@m (this formula is from [CG00])

flat(m) def= [[in m]]. 0 ∨ [[out m]]. 0 ∨ [[open m]]. 0 ∨m[0]
flatcond(n) def=

(
∃m. ¬(m = n) ∧ flat(m)

)ω

toplevel(n) def=
(
〈in n〉.> ∨ 〈out n〉.> ∨ 〈open n〉.> ∨ n[>]

) ∣∣ >
refers1(n) def= ∀m. flatcond(n) I

(
flatcond(n) I 3 m[toplevel(n)]

)
@m

refers({n1, . . . , nk})
def=

∧
i=0...k refers1(ni) ∧ ∀x. refers1(x) →

∨
i=0...k x = ni

Table 5: Formulas for free names

4.3 Formulas for persistence

We now move to the formulas that characterise persistent single terms. The
definition of !A has two parts. The first part says that if P |=A then all parallel
components in P that are single and at top level satisfy A. This is expressed
by the formula Aω def= (1Comp → A)∀ . The second part of the definition of !A
addresses persistence, by saying that there are infinitely many processes at top
level that satisfy A. The whole definitions are given in Table 6

Repin n(A) def= Aω ∧ ∀m. (¬refers1 m) →
([[out n]]. 0)ω B

(
n[0] B �3 ( n[m[A | >]] )

)
@m

Repout n(A) def= Aω ∧ ∀m. (¬refers1 m) →
([[in n]]. 0)ω B

(
n[0] B � 3( m[A | >] | n[0] )

)
@m

Repopen n(A) def= Aω ∧ (n[0])ω B � ( A | > )

Repn[](A) def= (n[A])ω ∧ ([[open n]]. 0)ω B � (n[A] | > )

!n[A] def= Repn[](A)

Table 6: Formulas for persistent single terms

The interpretation of these formulas can be expressed modulo some hypothe-
ses concerning the sequentiality and depth degree of their models, captured by
the following notions.

Definition 4.7 (Selective and expressive formulas) We say that a formula
is sequentially (resp. depth) selective if all processes satisfying it have the same
sequentiality (resp. depth) degree.

For any capability cap (resp. name n), we also say that A is cap-expressive
(resp. n-expressive) if all terms satisfying it are of the form cap.P (resp. n[P ]).
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These two forms of selectivity are useful for the characterisation of persistence.
Indeed, the sequentiality (resp. depth) degree of a single prefixed (resp. ambi-
ent) term is strictly decreasing when consuming the prefix (resp. opening the
ambient). This property is needed in order to detect the presence of replication
at toplevel in a process, and interpret the formulas introduced above.

Lemma 4.8 (Characterisation of replication of single processes)

1. Given a capability cap, and a sequentially selective and cap-expressive for-
mula A, define !A def= Repcap(A). Then P |=!A iff there are r ≥ 1, s ≥
r, Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that P ≡ Π1≤i≤r!cap.Pi | Πr+1≤i≤scap.Pi, and
cap.Pi |=A for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s, where Π1≤i≤tQi abbreviates Q1 | . . . | Qt.

2. Similarly, for any name n and depth selective and n-expressive formula
A, define !A def= Repn[](A). Then P |=!A iff there are r ≥ 1, s ≥ r, Pi

(1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that P ≡ Π1≤i≤r!n[Pi] | Πr+1≤i≤sn[Pi], and n[Pi] |=A
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s.

Proof:
Case 1, cap = in n. Assume there exist some terms P1, . . . , Ps satisfying the
condition expressed in 1. Then the first part of !A is satisfied, i.e. P |=Aω.

To establish the second part, we have to show that for any Q ≡ out nω

(where ω ∈ N∗∪{∞}), any fresh name m, and any term R such that m[P | Q] |
n[0] =⇒ R, there is a further reduction R =⇒n[m[R1 | R2]] for some R1, R2

such that R1|=A, which entails in particular R1 ≡ in n.R′
1. Since ambient

n does not contain any active process, and since there is no active process at
toplevel in m[P | Q] | n[0], ambient n remains at toplevel in all evolutions
of this term. Moreover, we have that m is fresh for P and Q; therefore, no
ambient may get out of m, so for any reduct R, there exists R′ such that either
(i) R ≡ m[R′] | n[0], and P | Q

(in n,out n)?

========⇒R′, or (ii) R ≡ n[m[R′]], and

P | Q
in n−−−→ (out n,in n)?

========⇒R′. In the first case, because of the shape of P , we
may do one more step of reduction to reach a situation like (ii), and then, since

P | Q
in n−−−→ (out n,in n)?

========⇒R′, there exists R′′ such that R′ ≡ !in n.P1 | R′′.
The first implication is thus proved.

Conversely, let us now assume that P |= Repin n(A). Then according to the
first part of the formula, there exist some Pis satisfying P ≡ (!)in n.P1 | . . . |
(!)in n.Pr and in n.Pi |= A. Suppose now by absurd that no component is repli-
cated. We exploit the sequential selectivity hypothesis to obtain a contradiction.
Indeed, we have the reduction m[P | (out n)r] | n[0] =⇒ R = n[m[P1 | . . . |
Pr]] and R is a term whose sequentiality degree is stricly smaller than ds(P ).
Then it is also the case for any of its reducts, and therefore the same reasoning
holds for any R1, R2 such that R =⇒ n[m[in n.R1 | R2]], in n.R1 has a sequen-
tiality degree too small to satisfy A because of sequential selectivity. Thus, P
cannot satisfy Repin n(A), and we obtain a contradiction. Hence, at least one
of the Pis is replicated, and the reverse implication is proved.
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Case 2. Let us now treat case 2, and assume that P ≡ !n[P1] | . . . | (!)n[Pr],
with the Pis such that Pi |= A. Then P satisfies Repn[](A) iff for any Q ≡
open nω, and any R such that P | Q=⇒R, there are Ris such that R ≡ n[R1] |
R2 with n[R1]|=A. Since for any R, R ≡ !n[P1] | R′, the first implication is
established.

Conversely, suppose P satisfies Repn[](A). Then P ≡ (!)n[P1] | . . . | (!)n[Pr].
Moreover, if no Pi is replicated, P | !open n =⇒ P1 | . . . | Pr | !open n, and if
in some Pi there are Pi,j (j = 1, 2) such that Pi ≡ n[Pi,1] | Pi,2, then the depth
degree of Pi,1 is too small for n[Pi,1] to satisfy A, which gives us the second
implication. 2

5 Characteristic formulas and completeness

Characteristic formulas and completeness for an algebraic characterisation of the
logical equivalence are two related problems and the proof techniques required
to establish them are similar. In fact, the existence of characteristic formulas is
a more demanding result that completeness of 'bis w.r.t. =L, and will actually
not be derivable for the whole calculus. In this section, we establish two results,
the existence of characteristic formulas for MAIF and completeness of 'bis on
MA.

5.1 Characteristic formulas

A characteristic formula of a process P is a formula that is satisfied by all and
only the processes Q in the relation 'bis with P . This name is justified by the
fact that such a characteristic formula will also characterise a class of =L by
correction of 'bis (Lemma 3.3).

Example 2 We first illustrate the constructions we shall define below on some
examples. Let us consider processes P1 = !open n.n[0], P2 = open n | n[0]
and P3 = !open n.P2, and explain how we construct characteristic formulas for
such terms, using the constructions we have introduced in the previous section
(Tables 4 and 6).

A characteristic formula for P1 is easy to define since the continuation term
n[0] as no reducts. Hence the formula [[open n]].n[0], using a formula for ne-
cessity, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.8, and a characteristic formula for
P1 is

F1
def= ![[open n]].n[0] .

In order to define a characteristic formula for P3, we first look for a character-
istic formula for P2. We can set

F2
def= [[open n]]. 0 | n[0] .

However, in P3 the continuation process (P2) is not static, as it may reduce to
0. Hence [[open n]].F2 does not satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.8 (and is not
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a charateristic formula of open n.P2, although F2 is for P2), so that we need to
add the possibility to reduce to 0, yielding to the formula [[open n]]. (F2 ∨ 0).
But then we also accept the term open n, which shows why we are led to add a
possibility condition in the formula. Finally, a characteristic formula for P3 is
the following:

F3
def= Repopen n(〈open n〉.F2 ∧ [[open n]]. (F2 ∨ 0)) .

To construct a characteristic formula FP of a process P , we may suppose (up
to ≡) that replication only appears above single terms, in other words that the
active context of P is normalized. We then define the characteristic formula FP

of process P by structural induction as given in Table 7.

F0
def= 0 FP |Q

def= FP | FQ

Fn[P ]
def= n[FP ] Fcap.P

def= 〈cap〉.FP ∧ [[cap]].
∨
{P ′, P=⇒P ′}/'bis

FP ′

F!n[P ]
def= Repn[](FP ) F!cap.P

def= Repcap(Fcap.P )

Table 7: Characteristic formulas in MAIF

Theorem 5.1 (Characteristic formulas for MAIF) For any term P , de-
fine FP according to Table 7. Then

Q |= FP iff P 'bis Q.

Proof: We reason by induction on the sequentiality degree of P , and then by
structural induction :

• if P = 0, C = 0, and C∗ = FP = 0. Then Q |= FP iff Q ≡ 0, ie
P 'bis Q.

• the cases P = n[P ′], P = P1 | P2, P = !P ′ are also straightforward (using
Lemma 3.5). For example, Q |= FP1|P2 iff (by induction) there are Q1, Q2

such that Q ≡ Q1 | Q2 and Pi 'bis Qi iff (by Lemma 3.5) P 'bis Q.

• let us now consider the case where P = cap.P ′. Let Q be any term such
that Q |= FP . Then there are some Q′, P ′′ such that Q ≡ cap.Q′,

Q′ 〈cap〉
=⇒ |= FP ′ , P ′ 〈cap〉

=⇒ P ′′ and Q |= FP ′′ (since Q′ 〈cap〉
=⇒ Q′). By

induction, this shows that Q′ 〈cap〉
=⇒ 'bis P ′ 〈cap〉

=⇒ 'bis Q′, so that
P 'bis Q.
Conversely, we have that P satisfies FP trivially, and by correction, any
Q bisimilar to P satisfies also FP .

2

Together with correction, this result shows that 'bis = =L on MAIF, that is
'bis is complete on this sublanguage. Moreover the characteristic formulas for
'bis actually also characterise the equivalence classes induced by the logic. We
will see in section 5.3 how much we can extend this result to MA.
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5.2 Discussion about model-checking and tautologies

In AL, the construction of characteristic formulas has connections with the de-
cidability of other problems related to the logic, namely model-checking (whether
P |=A holds, for any given process P and formula A) and validity (whether a
given formula A is satisfied by all processes). These problems have been ad-
dressed in [CT01, CYO01, CCG02]. In particular, for AL, in [CT01] the unde-
cidability of tautologies is established on a small fragment of the logic, a result
that entails the undecidability of model-checking.

Using characteristic formulas, we can derive results similar, albeit weaker,
to those in [CT01], proceeding the other way around (they are weaker because
undecidability is established on a larger language). Indeed, we have, for all
P,Q,R ∈ MAsyn

IF :
P |= FQ ∧ 3FR iff P ≡ Q =⇒ R .

Now, since =⇒ is undecidable on MAsyn
IF (as will be shown in Section 6), so is

the model checking problem.
More generally, the existence of characteristic formulas allows us to consider

validity and model-checking to be equivalent decision problems. To see why,
first remark that validity can be encoded inside model-checking [CG00], thanks
to the B connective. Conversely, we can encode the model-checking problem
inside validity using characteristic formulas as follows (recall that FP denotes
the characteristic formula of process P ):

for all P ∈ MAIF, for all A, P |= A iff ` FP → A .

In [CT01] and [CYO01], model-checking and validity turn out to be either
both decidable or both undecidable, the key issue being the presence of name
quantification in the logic. We do not know at present whether characteristic
formulas could be derived in the setting of [CYO01].

5.3 Completeness of intensional bisimilarity

We derive the completeness of 'bis by exploiting the formulas introduced above,
and two further key properties. The first one essentially says that we can con-
struct characteristic formulas for active contexts (Definition 3.6). The second
result expresses the fact that given a fixed active context, we may restrict our-
selves to a finite set of processes (Fact 2).
Some useful sets of processes. In order to prove completeness, we need to adapt
the reasonings we have made above to some specific sets of terms. The basic
ideas are the same, and in fact we only need some additional hypotheses about
the processes being used to model formulas. We introduce the corresponding
notions:

Definition 5.2 (Sets of processes EP , frozen(P ) and cont(P )) For any pro-

cess P , we define EP
def= {P ′, ∃ cap. P

〈cap〉
=⇒ P ′}.

The set frozen(P ) is the set of the subterms of P that appear after exactly
the first level of prefixes, that is for the decomposition P = C[P̃ ] where C is an
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active context and P̃ = (P1, . . . , Pn), frozen(P ) = {Pi}1≤i≤n.
The set cont(P ) is the set of subterms of P that appear after any number of

prefixes in P , in other words:

cont(P ) def= frozen(P ) ∪
⋃

P ′∈ frozen(P )

cont(P ′) .

Note that the above equality can be taken as a definition of cont(P ) by induction
on the sequentiality degree of P .

If P, P ′ are two congruent terms, then frozen(P ) = frozen(P ′) up to ≡, and
ditto for cont(P ) and cont(P ′). Hence these sets (in their quotiented version)
are uniquely determined by the congruence class of P .

We now present a parametrised (or, in our terminology, restricted) version
of the results we have proved above.

Definition 5.3 (Restricted characteristic formula, sequentiality and depth selectivity)
Let E be a set of terms, P a term and F a formula. We will say that F is a
characteristic formula for P on E if for any Q ∈ E, Q|=F iff Q 'bis P . We
will also say that F is sequentially selective (resp. depth selective) on E if all
the terms P satisfying F and such that cont(P ) ⊆ E have the same sequentiality
degree (resp. depth degree).

We have an analogue of Lemma 4.8 for restricted selectivity, whose proof is
the same.

Lemma 5.4 (Characterisation of replication of single processes (restricted))
Let E be a set of terms, F a sequentially selective formula on E, and P any term
such that cont(P ) ⊆ E.

1. Given a capability cap, and a sequentially selective on E and cap-expressive
formula A, P |=Repcap(A) iff there are r ≥ 1, s ≥ r, Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that
P ≡ Π1≤i≤r!cap.Pi | Πr+1≤i≤scap.Pi, and cap.Pi |=A for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s.

2. Consider a formula A and a name n such that A is depth selective on
E and n-expressive. Then P |=Repn[](A) iff there are r ≥ 1, s ≥ r, Pi

(1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that P ≡ Π1≤i≤r!n[Pi] | Πr+1≤i≤sn[Pi] and n[Pi] |=A
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s.

With the definitions above, completeness of 'bis boils down to the existence
of a characteristic formula of P on {P,Q} for any terms P,Q. We shall exploit
this idea in a more refined fashion, to establish completeness by reasoning in-
ductively on the sequentiality degree of terms. We will namely work with the
sets EP (see Def. 5.3), and prove that for any P,Q, there exists a characteristic
formula of P on EQ (Lemma 5.8). Then completeness will follow easily.

Fact 2 (Finiteness of cont(P )) For any P ∈ MA, cont(P ) is finite.
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Let us now explain why the set cont(P ) is interesting. In the sense of the
next lemma, the set cont(P ) allows us to “restrict” the future of P , and reason
about a finite set of terms.

Lemma 5.5 (Predictive lemma) Let P,Q be two terms such that P −→Q

or P
cap−→ Q for some cap. Then cont(Q) ⊆ cont(P ) when quotiented by ≡.

Remark: The statement of this result requires some care when taking also
communications into account, because a prefixed term may lead to several con-
tinuations, that differ by some name replacing. However, as our calculus has no
name generation mechanism, it is enough to consider that a frozen open term
may be closed with an already known name.

We have not been able to define characteristic formulas for all terms of MA.
We will however try to tell as much as we can within a single formula. To
achieve this, we show that we can capture the active context of a term with
a formula. This is done by defining a function that computes, starting from a
normalized active context, a formula context (i.e. a logical formula with holes
in it, along the lines of the definition of plain contexts). We shall then give the
interpretation of the construction.

The active contexts we consider are normalised, as defined above, in the sense
that replication is only applied to single terms (we can suppose this without loss
of generality thanks to the ≡ laws we have for replication). The formula context
we produce from an active context of this form associates two holes []3i and []�i
to each hole []i in the initial context. The formula contexts we define are then to
be filled with two vectors of formulas F̃3 and F̃�, matching the corresponding
holes.

Definition 5.6 (Active context formula) Consider an active normalised con-
text C. We define its associated context formula C∗ by the equations given below.
In particular, we associate to every prefixed hole []i of C a context formula hav-
ing two holes, that we denote []3i and []�i . Hence the arity of C∗ is twice the
arity of C.

(0)∗ def= 0 (C1 | C2)∗
def= C∗1 | C

∗
2

(n[C])∗ def= n[C∗] (cap. []i)∗
def= 〈cap〉. []3i ∧ [[cap]]. []�i

(!n[C])∗ def= Repn[](C∗) (!cap. []i)∗
def= Repcap((cap. []i)∗)

Lemma 5.7 (Characterisation of active contexts) Let C be a normalised
active context. Let F̃3 and F̃� be two vectors of formulas (called the filling
formulas) whose lengths are equal to the arity of C∗. Let us also consider a set
of processes E, and assume that the filling formulas are such that for any index
i of a hole capi. []i of C, the formula

Fi
def= 〈capi〉.F3

i ∧ [[capi]].F
�
i ( = (capi. []i)

∗[F3
i , F�

i ] )
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is sequentially selective on E.
Then for any term P such that cont(P ) ⊆ E, P |= C∗[F3, F�] iff there

exists an active context C1, a vector of processes P̃1, and a function σ such that
P ≡ C1[P̃1] and :

1. C Cσ C1;

2. for any index j of a hole capj . []j of C1, capj .Pj |= Fσ(j)

Proof: Let us consider P such that cont(P ) ⊆ E and reason by induction on C:

• if C = 0 then we can take C1 = 0 (and we have P ≡ 0).

• if C = n[C0] then P |= C∗[F̃3, F̃�] iff P ≡ n[P0] and P0 |= C∗0[F̃3, F̃�].
By induction, we may find C1,0 such that P0 ≡ C1,0[P̃ ] for some P̃ and a
function σ having the right properties. Then we may establish the result
taking C1 = n[C1,0] and σ.

• if C = Ca | Cb then P ≡ Pa | Pb with Pi |= C∗i [F̃3, F̃�] (i = a, b). This
gives by induction contexts Ca,1 and Cb,1 and functions σa and σb. Without
loss of generality, we may suppose the indices of the holes occurring in
these contexts to be disjoint, so that we can define σ, a function which
extends both σa and σb. Define then C1

def= Ca,1 | Cb,1. We have C = Ca |
Cb ≡ Ca,1(σa) | Cb,1(σb) = C1(σ), and condition 2 also holds by induction.

• if C = capi. []i, then vectors F̃3 and F̃� have only one component. More-
over, C∗[F̃3, F̃�] is exactly Fi, and P ≡ capi.P ′ with capi.P ′ |= Fi. So
we may take C1 = C and just any function.

• if C = !capi. []i, then C∗[F̃3, F̃�] is Repcap(Fi) and we may apply Lemma 5.4
with E (as by hypothesis Fi is sequentially selective on E), so that there are
r ≥ 1, s ≥ r, Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that P ≡ Π1≤i≤r!cap.Pi | Πr+1≤i≤scap.Pi,
and cap.Pi |=A for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Then we set C1 = Π1≤i≤r!cap. []i |
Πr+1≤i≤scap. []i, and σ can be freely chosen as long as it is constant on
these indices. Conditions 1 and 2 are then satisfied.

• if C = !n[C1], we reason on the same way. Just note that the depth selective
hypothesis is there expressed by the inductive hypothesis.

2

We may now join the two last results to obtain the key lemma for completeness.

Lemma 5.8 (Characteristic formulas on EQ) For any two terms P,Q of
MA, there is a characteristic formula FP,Q for P on EQ, or in other words:

• P |= FP,Q

• for any Q′ and cap such that Q
〈cap〉
=⇒ Q′, if Q′ |= FP,Q, then Q′ 'bis P .
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To establish this result, we will first establish it for a particular case, the
general case requiring an induction that we will be able to set only after that.

Lemma 5.9 (Sequentiality degree constraint lemma) For any process P ∈
MA, there exists a formula Fds(P ) such that:

• P |= Fds(P )

• for any term Q, if Q |= Fds(P ), then ds(Q) ≥ ds(P ).

Proof: Let us first reason by induction on ds(P ):

• for ds(P ) = 0, Fds(P ) = > is sufficient.

• for ds(P ) > 0, let us assume we may find formulas Fds(P ′) for any P ′ such
that ds(P ′) < ds(P ). Moreover, let us reason by induction on P .

– the case P = 0 is impossible.

– for P = P1 | P2, there is some i such that ds(P ) = ds(Pi). Then
we may choose Fds(P ) = Fds(Pi) | >. In the same way, let us set
Fds(!P ) = Fds(P ) | > and Fds(n[P ]) = n[Fds(P )].

– for P = cap.P ′, we use the general induction hypothesis to get some
FP ′ . Let us then take Fds(P ) = 〈cap〉.Fds(P ′). Then P |= Fds(P )

obviously, and for any Q such that Q |= Fds(P ), we deduce (from
Lemma 4.1) that there are some Q′, Q′′ such that Q ≡ cap.Q′ and

Q′ 〈cap〉
=⇒ Q′′ with Q′′ |= Fds(P ′). Now by Lemma 2.4, ds(Q) − 1 =

ds(Q′) ≥ ds(Q′′), and by induction hypothesis ds(Q′′) ≥ ds(P ′) =
ds(P )− 1, so that finally ds(Q) ≥ ds(P ).

2

Proof:[of Lemma 5.8] Let P,Q be two terms. We reason by induction on ds(P )
to define FP,Q:

• if ds(P ) = 0, then P ∈ MAsyn
IF (actually, P is an inactive tree, with no

capability) and we may take FP,Q = FP .

• Let us now assume that ds(P ) > 0.

– if ds(P ) > ds(Q), we take FP,Q = Fds(P ). Then P |= FP,Q. As for

any Q′ and cap such that Q
〈cap〉
=⇒ Q′, ds(P ) > ds(Q) ≥ ds(Q′),

Q′ 6 |=FP,Q (and Q′ 6'bis P ).

– if ds(P ) ≤ ds(Q), we want to construct formulas FPi,Qj and FQj ,Pi

for Pi ∈ cont(P ) and Qj ∈ cont(Q). We have by induction formu-
las FPi,Qj

for any Pi ∈ cont(P ) and Qj ∈ cont(Q). Moreover, we
may also obtain formulas FQj ,Pi

by induction when ds(Qj) < ds(P ).

Finally, when ds(Qj) ≥ ds(P ) > ds(Pi), we may define FQj ,Pi

def=
Fds(Qj) as above.
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∗ construction of the formula
Let us set

E def= cont(P ) ∪ cont(Q) .

E is finite because of Fact 2, and we may therefore define the
formulas

F3
i

def=
∧

R∈E
FPi,R and F�

i
def= ¬

∨
R∈E\EPi

FR,Pi .

Then for the decomposition P = C[P̃ ] for an active context C we
take

FP,Q = C∗[F̃3, F̃�] .

∗ A key result
Let us first consider the formulas Fi = 〈capi〉.F3

i ∧ [[capi]].F�
i .

We first prove that for any R ∈ E , capi.R |= Fi iff capi.R 'bis capi.Pi.
In particular, this will entail that Fi is sequentially selective on
E .
· Let R ∈ E be such that capi.R |= Fi. Then there is some

R′ such that R
capi=⇒ R′ and R′ |= F3

i . In particular,
R′ |= FPi,R, and hence (by induction) R′ 'bis Pi. Moreover,
R |= F�

i , and since R ∈ E , R is in EPi
. This entails that

R
capi=⇒ 'bis Pi

capi=⇒ 'bis R, and by definition of 'bis,
capi.R 'bis capi.Pi.
· Let R ∈ E be such that capi.R 'bis capi.Pi. We want to

prove that capi.R |= Fi. By correction, we can restrict our-
selves to prove this for R = Pi. capi.Pi |= 〈capi〉.F3

i trivially
holds. We thus are left with proving capi.Pi |= [[capi]].F�

i .
Let P ′ be such that Pi

capi=⇒ P ′ and assume by absurd there
exists some R ∈ E \ EPi

such that P ′ |= FR,Pi
. Then P ′

would be bisimilar to R, and Pi
capi=⇒ 'bis R, which means

R ∈ EPi
, hence a contradiction. Therefore, P ′ |= F�

i . As
this can be proved for any P ′, capi.Pi |= [[capi]].F�

i .
∗ Putting it all together

We now come to the proof that formula FP,Q introduced above
satisfies the expected properties. First, we show that P |= FP,Q:
as P = C[P̃ ], this is equivalent by Lemma 5.7 to capi.Pi |= Fi

for any i, and is a consequence of the previous reasoning.

Consider now a capability cap and a process Q′ such that Q
〈cap〉
=⇒

Q′; by Lemma 5.5, cont(Q′) ⊆ E . Let us moreover assume that
Q′ |= FP,Q. By Lemma 5.7, this means there is a decomposition
Q′ ≡ C′[Q̃′] and a function σ such that capj .Q′

j |= Fσ(j). As a
consequence of the previous reasoning, we have that capj .Qj 'bis capj .Pσ(j).
So Q′ ∼ind P , which concludes the proof.
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2

This lemma allows us to derive the following important result:

Theorem 5.10 (Completeness of 'bis) In MA, =L ⊆ 'bis.

Proof: Let P,Q be two terms such that P 6'bis Q. We apply Lemma 5.8 to

processes P and Q. We have P |= FP,Q. We then have Q
〈cap〉
=⇒ Q (for any

cap), and Q |= FP,Q implies P 'bis Q. Hence, since by hypothesis P 6'bis Q,
Q 6|=FP,Q, and P 6=L Q. 2

Corollary 5.11 In MA, relations =L, 'bis and ∼ind coincide. Further, on
MAsyn

IF , they also coincide with ≡.

6 (Un)decidability of the logical equivalence

Contexts are terms containing one of several occurrences of a hole, written
{| |}; we adopt this notation in order not to confuse the hole with an ambient
construct. Given a context C, we write C{| P |} for the process obtained by filling
the hole with a term P in C.

The definition of the Turing machine encoding below requires the introduc-
tion of some macros that will be given as contexts. To abbreviate definitions, we
shall sometimes work with parametrised contexts, which are context definitions
that depend on some values (names, words, or movements of the head of the Tur-
ing machine). Some parametrised definitions shall be written foo(p);P : such a
definition depends on parameters p and P (P being a process), but we adopt
this notation to emphasize sequentiality between the process being introduced
and P .

6.1 Ribbons

Digits and words We associate to booleans true and false two names tt and
ff . We call these names digits, and range over digits with d, d′. A word will
be the result of a (possibly empty) concatenation of digits. The empty word
shall be written ε. We range over words with w,w′, w1, w2. Given a word w
consisting in r digits (with r ≥ 1), we shall sometimes write w as w1 . . . wr to
refer to w’s digits.
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Cells and Words
cell(d){| |} := cell[d[0] | !open wo | {| |} ]
word(w){| |} := cell(w1){| cell(w2){| . . . cell(wr){| |} . . . |} |} (w = w1w2 . . . wr)
Ribbon Extensor
deadextcode := !open coin. open newcell. in cell. coin[0] | !newcell[cell(ff ){| out ext |}]
sendstart := msg[out ext. !out cell | out ribbon left. start[in TM ]]
ExtensorFrozen := ext[deadextcode | open coin. sendstart]
ExtensorAlive := ext[coin[0] | deadextcode | open coin. sendstart]
ExtensorDead := ext[deadextcode]
Ribbons
cleaninst := open cleaner. open runclean | runclean[deadcleancode]
deadcleancode := !open ff | !open tt | !open cell | !open wo
FrozenRibbon(w) := ribbon left[cleaninst | word(w){| ExtensorFrozen |}]
GrowingRibbon(w) := ribbon left[cleaninst | word(w){| ExtensorAlive |}]
WorkRibbon(w1, w2){| |} := ribbon left[cleaninst] | word(w1){| {| |} | word(w2){| ExtensorDead |} |}
OldRibbon := ribbon left[deadcleancode | ExtensorDead]

All names used in the definitions above are supposed to be pairwise distinct.
In particular, TM is the name we shall use for the ambient containing the Turing
Machine (see below).

Fact 3 (Ribbon evolution) For any word w and n ∈ N, let Pn = GrowingRibbon(w.ffn).
We have:

• Pn =⇒ Pn+1;

• Pn =⇒ R with R = WorkRibbon(ε, w.ffn){| msg[!out cell | out ribbon left. start[in TM ]] |};

• for any term Q along the reduction paths (whatever these are) from Pn to
Pn+1 and from Pn to R, there exists Q′ such that Q ≡ ribbon left[Q′].

Moreover, for any word w, we have:
WorkRibbon(w, ε){| 0 |} | cleaner[in ribbon left] =⇒ OldRibbon .

6.2 Turing Machine

Definition 6.1 ((Ideal) Turing Machine) We introduce three symbols ←, ↓
and −→ for the movements of the head of a Turing machine.

We represent a Turing machine as a quadruplet (Q, qstart, qA, δ) where Q
is a set of states, qstart is the initial state, qA is the accepting state, and δ :
Q× {ff, tt} −→ Q× {ff, tt} × {←, ↓,−→} is the evolution function.

Notation: we shall write
(w1, q, w2) �� (w′

1, q
′, w′

2)
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to denote the fact that the Turing machine in state q with the head on the cell
of the last letter of w1 (which will be referred to as “the head dividing the ribbon
into words w1 and w2”) evolves in one step of computation into the machine in
state q′, dividing the ribbon into words w′

1 and w′
2.

Turing Machine Transition
clear(d);P := wo[ out head. open d. cl ack[in head] ] | open cl ack.P
write(d);P := wo[ out head. d[0] | wr ack[in head] ] | open wr ack.P
become(mo);P := mo[out head. open head.P ] | in mo

domove(mv);P :=

 in cell.P if mv =←
P if mv =↓
out cell.P if mv =→

transcode(dr, qw, dw,mv) := clear(dr); write(dw); become(mo); in TM . domove(mv); open qw

State
ff−→P + tt−→Q := coin[in ff . out ff .P ] | coin[in tt. out tt.Q] | open coin
code(q) := !q[head[ out TM .

(
ff−→transcode(ff , dff , qff ,mvff )

+ tt−→transcode(tt, dtt, qtt,mvtt)
)

]]
| !coin[in ff . out ff . transcode(ff , dff , qff ,mvff )]
| !coin[in tt. out tt. transcode(tt, dtt, qtt,mvtt)]

code(qA) := !qA[ get out[0] ]
Turing Machine Behavior after Recognition

getout :=
!open get out. out cell. get out[0]
| !open get out. out ribbon left.

(
cleaner[out TM . in ribbon left]
| coin[out TM . in ribbon left. in celllength(w). in ext]
| open start. in ribbon left. in cell. open qstart

)
Our Turing Machine encoding is somehow reminiscent of the one presented

in [CG98a]. This is also the case for some macros we use. We can however
remark that we work here in a language without name restriction, and with a
simpler encoding of choice. Note as well that this encoding is parametric over
a word w, whose length (denoted length(w) is used in the definition of getout.
This particularity is however quite irrelevant since it plays only a role after the
end of the execution of the machine, and not inside the core of its simulation.
In particular, we will see after some lemmas that we may claim the following
fact:

Fact 4 Any computation may be encoded in MAsyn
IF

Remark: Busi and Zavattaro [BZ02] have independently obtained an encod-
ing of Random Acces Machines in MAsyn

IF (although this sublanguage is not
explicitely mentioned in the paper).

Definition 6.2 (Turing Machine in Mobile Ambients) The encoding of a
Turing Machine is based on an ambient named TM , containing a persistent code
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named tmsoup:
tmsoup := code(q0) | . . . | code(qn) | getout | !open mo .

We define two configurations for the encoding of a Turing Machine. Before be-
ing active, the machine is in starting state, defined by:
TMStart := TM [ open start. in ribbon left. in cell. open qstart | tmsoup ] .

Once the computation has started, the Turing machine in state q is represented
by the term

TM(q) := TM [ open q | tmsoup] .

Lemma 6.3 (Turing machine in MAsyn
IF ) All terms used in the encoding of

a Turing machine belong to MAsyn
IF .

Definition 6.4 (deterministic evolution relation) We say that a process
P deterministically evolves to Q, written P ; Q, if and only if P−→Q and
for any Q′ s.t. P −→Q′, either Q′ 9 or Q ≡ Q′.

Notation: We shall write P ;k Q to say that P deterministically reduces to
Q in k steps (k ≥ 1). We write P ;∗ Q when P ;k Q for some k.

The relation P ;∗ Q captures the fact that P can only reduce to Q up to
some blocking states. Actually, such blocking states may only appear due to
the firing of the “wrong branch” in a choice encoding (ff−→· · ·+ tt−→ . . . ).

Lemma 6.5 (One step of Turing machine simulation) Let M be a Tur-
ing machine, q one of its non accepting states, and w1, w2 two words, with
w2 6= ε. Suppose (w1, q, w2)��(w′

1, q
′, w′

2). Then
WorkRibbon(w1, w2){| TM(q) |} ;∗ WorkRibbon(w′

1, w
′
2){| TM(q′) |} .

We obtain as a corollary:

Proposition 6.6 (Turing machine simulation) Given a Turing machineM,
for any word w and n ∈ N, the Turing machine M recognises the word w on
the ribbon w.ffn iff there exist two words w1 and w2 s.t.

WorkRibbon(ε, w.ffn){| TM(qstart) |} ;∗ WorkRibbon(w1, w2){| TM(qA) |} ,

where the terms above are given by the encoding of M.

Fact 5 (Acceptation) Let w1, w2 be two words. Then
WorkRibbon(w1, w2){| TM(qA) |}

=⇒ OldRibbon | TMStart | coin[in ribbon left. in celllength(w). in ext]

where w is the word used in the encoding of the machine.

Remarks:

• As we already mentioned above, our encoding of the Turing machine is at
this point dependent from the word w that we want it to recognize.
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• We reason here with a =⇒ transition instead of deterministic reduction ;:
indeed, we are considering states where the machine has already recognized
the word, and we only need to prove that there exists some way back
to its (exact) initial state. This will be exploited later for the proof of
undecidability in Sec. 6.3.

6.3 Undecidability of Logical Equivalence

We can now exploit the encoding we have studied to establish undecidability of
the equivalence induced by the logic =L.

Lemma 6.7 (Loop lemma) Given a Turing machine M and a word w, de-
fine the following terms, given from the encoding of M:
Q := !FrozenRibbon(w) | !OldRibbon | !open msg | !out cell | TMStart ,
P0 := Q | GrowingRibbon(w) and P1 := Q | GrowingRibbon(w.ff) .

Then P0 =⇒ P1. Conversely, P1 =⇒ P0 if and only if the word w may be
recognized on a finite (but sufficiently long) ribbon of the shape w.ffN , for some
N ∈ N, by the Turing machine M.

Theorem 6.8 (Undecidability of =L) =L is an undecidable relation on P.

Proof: Consider processes P0 and P1 from Lemma 6.7. We show that the prob-
lem of deciding whether open n.P0 =L open n.P1 is equivalent to decide wether
P0=⇒P1=⇒P0. This will be enough, by Lemma 6.7, to prove the undecidalility
of =L.

Let us first assume that open n.P0 =L open n.P1. As P0 is in MAsyn
IF ⊂

MAIF, we may find a characteristic formula FP0 for P0. Then, since open n.P0|=〈open n〉.FP0 ,
also open n.P1|=〈open n〉.FP0 . The interpretation of 〈open n〉 gives us that
there exists P ′

1 such that P1=⇒P ′
1 'bis P0. Now by big step definition of 'bis,

P ′
1 and P0 have the same active contexts. This entails in particular that P ′

1 ex-
hibits a growing ribbon GrowingRibbon(w) at toplevel (indeed, such a term has a
–discrinating– active context of the form ribbon left[C1 | w1[. . . wr[ext[coin[0] | C2]] . . . ]]
for some active contexts C1 and C2). As in P1 the growing ribbon is bigger
(w.ff ), this is only possible if a growing ribbon has been erased by the machine
and a new one has been created, that is the word has been recognized by the
machine. Using Lemma 6.7, this proves that P1 =⇒P0, and the first implication
is established (since P0 =⇒P1 is obvious).

Suppose now that P0 =⇒P1 =⇒P0. Then, by definition of intensional equiv-
alence, open n.P0 'bis open n.P1, and the converse implication holds by cor-
rection (Thm. 3.3). 2

7 Extensions

7.1 Adding communication

The syntax of MA in [CG00] also includes communication, i.e., operators 〈V 〉
for the emission of a value, and (x)P for reception. The value V can be a name,
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a capability, or a path of capabilities (a string of capabilities).
The results we have presented can be extended to MA with communication

of names. In the statement of the results, the main visible difference is that on
MAsyn

IF , =L coincides with ≡E, the (decidable) relation obtained by adding the
eta-equality

(x)
(
〈x〉 | (y)P

)
= (y)P

to the axioms of ≡ (a similar result was known for finite MA [San01]). However,
the proof techniques have to be adapted in some places, since complications
appear in the treatment of the calculus. Here is a list of the most important
changes.

• Definition 3.1: add the following two supplementary conditions:

4’ If P ≡ (x)P ′ then for any n there is some Q′ such that Q | 〈n〉 =⇒ Q′

and P ′ 'bis Q′.

2’ If P ≡ 〈n〉, then Q ≡ 〈n〉.

• From this definition, one can show that ≡η ⊆'bis (and ≡η ='bis on
MAsyn

IF ). This involves some more difficulties, since we loose the prop-
erty that P 'bis Q implies ds(P ) = ds(Q) (for example (x)(〈x〉 | (y)P )
has a sequentiality degree strictly greater than (y)P ). However, we can
recover this property if we assume P and Q to be in η-normal form.

• The idea is then to consider the calculus of terms in normal form, and
extend in the end all the notions and results by ≡η.

• Definition 3.9 then only consider terms in η-normal forms, and its point
3 is rewriten as: ”for any j, [ ]σ(j) and [ ]j are underneath the same
capability capj or input prefix. Moreover,

– if hole [ ]j is under an input prefix, the guarded subterms are (x)Pj

and (x)Qj for some x, then for any fresh name n there are P ′
j , Q

′
j

such that Pσ(j){n/x}
capj=⇒ P ′

j{n/x} ∼ind Qj{n/x}, and Qj{n/x}
capj=⇒

Q′
j{n/x} and Pσ(j){n/x} ∼ind Q′

j{n/x}.
– otherwise ... (usual clause)”

allowing an effective decrease of the sequentiality degree.

• We may obtain similar formulas for messages, input, replicated messages
and replicated input as done in [San01].

• Then the completeness may also be derived, but there is one more difficult
to override involving a correct definition of cont(P ). The only point to
mention is that an input capacity may give several frozen terms, as we need
to consider any replacement of the abstracted variable with any name in
a message available in the term. For example, the continuation set of
the term u[〈n1〉 | 〈n2〉] | (x)x[0] should be {n1[0], n2[0]}. We could then
conserve the important Lemmas 2 and 5.5. However, we would be very
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near the limit of the tractable case, since adding name restriction in the
calculus will provide (together with !) an possibly infinite ressource of
names to consider, so that Lemma 2 would not have an analogous.

We believe that also the addition of communication of capabilities can be
handled following [San01], but for technical reason we did not explore this way.

7.2 Other extensions

Restriction Adding restriction to our calculus, along the lines of [CG01b],
would involve introducing a ν construct for processes, as well as revelation
and hiding operators for formulas. This will completely simplify the way to
characterise free names of the terms (see [CG01b]). However, for the technical
complexity, we did not try to expand our results in such a direction.
One-step reduction The logic proposed in [CC01] develops ideas similar to
the AL for the π-calculus. However, a major difference w.r.t. our setting is the
presence of a one step reduction construct (instead of the 3 operator), which,
together with a recursion operator, gives a “strong” flavour to the induced
logical equivalence. We conjecture that in a similar setting (for the Ambient
calculus), the problems we address in the present paper would be easier, yielding
stronger results (in particular, formulas of the form !A without any restriction
on A) and simpler proofs. However, in such a frame, it would not be possible to
derive neither the formulas for free names nor finiteness, nor for persistency, nor
characteristic formulas of infinite terms. All of these properties would then be
recovered, and probably sometimes in a more direct way, by adding a recursion
operator in the logic.
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